SeRA Basics
This session will provide an overview on the Dashboard & Action Items; Navigation, System Structure & Transaction Types; Project Details; Attachments; Searching

SeRA: PDRF & Proposal Routing - Part 1
This session will walk through initiating, preparing and routing a New PDRF, form navigation and actions, and discuss system integrations and data sources.

SeRA: Account (PTA) Set-Up - Part 1
This session will cover the sponsored project PTA set-up process flow for new awards, how to complete the SeRA transaction, system defaults and assumptions, and best practices for translating your budget and award to setting up the PTA

SeRA: PDRF & Proposal Routing - Part 2
This session will cover initiating, preparing and routing PDRFs for supplements, renewals and non-competing continuations proposals.

SeRA: Account (PTA) Set-Up - Part 2
This session will cover the sponsored project PTA set-up process flow for award amendments and early/extended account requests.

SeRA: Reading the Notice of Award (NOA)
This session will walk through the award details and terms and conditions included in the NOA

SeRA: Where is my Award/Subaward?
Find out how to use the SeRA system to track the progress of your award or subaward.

Questions? Contact: Mich Pane, 723-2610, michiko@stanford.edu